
Chapter 6
Designing a Social Learning Analytics
Tool for Open Annotation
and Collaborative Learning

Jeremiah H. Kalir

Writing on writing is both literally and metaphorically an important part of the way meaning
is negotiated.

—Brown and Duguid (1996)

Introduction

Imagine this book annotated. Picture probable marginalia, marks of readers’ atten-
tion, perhaps even the stain of a coffee cup. This chapter examines why the social
and technical practice of annotation—and, specifically, annotation that accompa-
nies digital and openly accessible texts—is relevant to the development of learning
analytics in open, flexible, and distance learning (OFDL; Zhang et al., 2019).

The probable social future of this book, as an academic text written for special-
ists and novices, includes its likely annotation in coursework, by research teams,
and because the coupling of annotation and citation propels forward the production
of scholarship (Fajkovic & Björneborn, 2014; Marshall, 1997). Annotation is the
addition of a note to a text. Whether written by hand as marginalia or composed
using digital technology, the social life of this book will be recursively authored by
students, scholars, designers, and educators who may share both this book and their
annotation in conversation with one another, enabling collaborative forms of reading,
writing, and meaning-making (Liu, 2006; Reid, 2019).

When annotated, the text of this book will become a context for discussion,
analysis, and shared inquiry. Should multimodal notes be added to a digital or
online version of this book, this annotation may encourage social participation and
discourse. Social annotation is a genre of learning technology that enables informa-
tion sharing, peer interaction, collaboration, and the production of new knowledge
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(Novak et al., 2012). Moreover, should interactive notes be directly tethered to an
online version of this text, social annotation will create the conditions for this book
and its chapters to function as an anchored environment (Gao et al., 2013) whereby
learners can collectively develop familiaritywith new ideas and construct newknowl-
edge (e.g., Chen, 2019). Annotation has long been associated with education (Adler,
1940; Brown & Smiley, 1978; Wolfe, 2002). Today, advances in social annotation
technology and pedagogical experimentation among anchored discursive environ-
ments have inspired new forms of collaborative reading, sense-making, and open
learning (Kalir & Garcia, 2019; Mirra, 2018; Sprouse, 2018).

Collaborative activity mediated by social annotation—and whether anchored to
this book, or to texts like ebooks, PDFs, blog posts, and open textbooks—will
generate digital information that may be gathered, analyzed, reported, and inter-
preted as discourse data (e.g., Sun & Gao, 2017). Notably, educational researchers
interested in online discussion and collaborative learning are developing new designs
and methods that have proven useful in establishing connections among social anno-
tation, discourse data, and learning analytics. For example, Chen’s (2019) study
of “networked discourse” examined social annotation data to describe the ways
in which “students were engaged in sensemaking, sensegiving, problem-solving,
artifact creation, and deepening discussion around knowledge artifacts” (p. 199).
Plevinski and colleagues’ (2017) investigation of undergraduate students’ social
annotation combined descriptive statistics with content analysis and found that elab-
oration and interpretation were common knowledge construction activities. Studies
of educators’ social annotation have utilized methods like social network analysis
(Kalir & Perez, 2019) to detail discourse patterns in openly-networked and interest-
driven professional learning. When texts like this book anchor social annotation, it
is feasible for researchers to derive insight about group activity, meaning-making,
and collaboration through the analysis of discourse data.

The annotation of this book is, of course, a probable though hypothetical scenario.
Nevertheless, this scenario is pertinent to the relationship between learning analytics
and OFDL for it raises a number of broad questions. First, how can advances in open
technology shape the ways in which people read, write, and make meaning together
through their engagement with shared texts? Second, might open discourse data,
interpreted and made actionable as social learning analytics (Buckingham Shum &
Ferguson, 2012), help to describe and encourage collaborative activity? Third, how
can the public reporting of social learning analytics—in partnership with learners
and other stakeholders—encourage sustained collaboration? Fourth, how might data
systems reporting social learning analytics strengthen OFDL infrastructures?

These questions are raised not to guide a novel empirical study but are shared
as generative queries that have influenced the design and research of an interdisci-
plinary team working at the intersection of social annotation, learning analytics, and
OFDL. Since 2017, our team—a group with expertise in the learning sciences, data
sciences, technology design, and teacher education—has collaborated with multiple
stakeholders to iterate a public dashboard that visualizes openly accessible discourse
data generated via social annotation as social learning analytics (e.g., Kalir, 2020).
The creation of any particular learning analytics tool is not without concern, and
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there is a need to critically question the purpose and development of such technolo-
gies (Perrotta & Williamson, 2018; Selwyn, 2019), advance designs grounded in
learning theory (Matcha et al., 2019), and describe “complex narratives” because
“we [learning analytics scholars] are not aware of intimate, first-hand accounts of
the building experience of educational data infrastructures” (Johanes & Thille, 2019,
p. 2970).

In response, this chapter recounts one approach to ethically co-designing a public
dashboard that reports social learning analytics and encourages learners’ collabo-
rative annotation across open texts and contexts. As a contribution to “designerly
work” in the learning sciences (Svihla & Reeve, 2016), this chapter is a reflective,
first-hand account organized around three related objectives:

1. Naming the theoretical stances toward open and social learning that informed
design and research;

2. Describing key decisions and trade-offs pertinent to four iterations of a social
learning analytics dashboard; and

3. Considering epistemological, technological, and infrastructural implications for
the development and use of social learning analytics in OFDL.

Open and Social: Activity, Annotation, and Analytics

The design and research efforts detailed in this chapter reflect insight from learning
theory about the relationships among open and social activity, annotation, and
analytics.

Amidst myriad interpretations of what counts as “open” in education and related
professional and political contexts (Conrad & Prinsloo, 2020; Pomerantz & Peek,
2016), OFDL may be theoretically grounded in a broader conception of learning as
participation in social activity (George, 1995; Lave & Wenger, 1991). People learn
through participation in authentic and cultural practices across a range of everyday
and academic settings (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, andMedicine,
2018). Learning processes, like collaboration and meaning-making, may be under-
stood as group-level processes (Stahl, 2017) rather than as an indicator of indi-
vidual accomplishment. Moreover, because learning is situated in both everyday
and designed contexts, groups rely upon their use of tools, shared resources, and
distributed cognition to engage in joint activity (e.g., Slakmon & Schwarz, 2017).
From this perspective, OFDL is conceived of as access to and participation in
authentic social activity among and across networks comprised of people, shared
technologies, andmaterial and ideational resources that enable negotiation,meaning-
making, and knowledge construction (e.g., Bali & Caines, 2018; West-Puckett et al.,
2018).

As noted, social annotation is one example of open and collaborative activity that
demonstrates group-level learning both within and beyond the boundaries of formal
educational institutions (e.g., Siemens et al., 2017). In one respect, the open and social
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qualities of annotation resemble how scholars have described open educational prac-
tices as accessible, networked, transparent, and relevant to collaborative academic
activities like teaching and publication (Cronin & MacLaren, 2018). Alternatively,
the open and social qualities of annotation echo critical literacy practices (Ávila &
Pandya, 2013) including, specifically, the expansive possibilities of writing: “Writing
serves many purposes: to exchange ideas, explain positions, critique perspectives,
question values, establish points of view, and reflect on beliefs that may contradict
other people’s beliefs” (Kinloch, 2010, p. 44). Yet again, it is also useful to perceive
the open and social attributes of annotation as reflecting connected learning (West-
Puckett et al., 2018) whereby a group that adds notes to a common text evidences
affinity among networked opportunities, supportive relationships, and shared inter-
ests (e.g., Kalir & Garcia, 2019). Together, these perspectives contribute to a more
robust theoretical understanding of how annotation enables open and social learning.

Tracing linkages from activity to annotation to analytics, it is important to note that
the frequent association of learning analytics with students and schooling has elicited
skepticism and critique (e.g., Broughan & Prinsloo, 2019; Rubel & Jones, 2016).
Nonetheless, acknowledging open and collaborative activity beyond institutional
boundaries can motivate an appreciation for the promise of social learning analytics
(SLA). Buckingham Shum and Ferguson (2012) define SLA as a “subset” of learning
analytics relevant to participatory online cultures and resonant with the previously
described socio-cultural perspectives on learning. Specifically, SLA are intended to
help describe and make actionable group processes like collaboration: “The focus of
social learning analytics is on processes in which learners are not solitary, and are not
necessarily doing work to be marked, but are engaged in social activity, either inter-
acting directly with others… or using platforms in which their activity traces will be
experienced by others” (p. 5). Research by Chen and colleagues (2018), for example,
detailed opportunities and challenges when implementing a SLA toolkit intended to
foster undergraduate students’ social interaction and conceptual engagement.Outside
a formal course context, Gruzd and colleagues (2016) have demonstrated methods
for collecting, analyzing, and visualizing social forms of learning analytics in order
to “open up possibilities for understanding designed and emergent online learning
practices as supported through social media” (p. 65). A value of SLA is the creation
of tools and methods that make both accessible and actionable group-level activity
which occurs in participatory online cultures, whether associated with social media
or social annotation, in order to encourage ongoing joint activity.

Together, a complementary stance toward open and social activity, annotation,
and analytics suggests the addition of notes to a text—like this book, and whether in
print or digital form—can be understood as authentic activity relevant to group-level
discourse, interpretation, negotiation of meaning, and knowledge construction. The
open and social annotation of a digital text is also reflective of group-level educational
and literacy practices that are collaborative, critical, and connected. Furthermore,
participatory patterns and discourse data associated with a digital text’s open and
social annotation can be reported as SLA to better understand group processes, make
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accessible activity patterns, and encourage learners’ ongoing interaction, meaning-
making, and the production of new knowledge.

Reporting Crowd Annotation, Encouraging Discourse
Layers

The remainder of this chapter synthesizes commitments from learning theory to
provide a first-hand account of the development of a public SLA dashboard that
reports group-level social annotation and encourages open learners’ discourse and
collaboration. Social annotation does enable group activity in formal course contexts
that may exhibit open qualities (e.g., Chen, 2019). However, our design and research
efforts have been motivated by—and remain responsive to—a public, openly-
networked, and interest-driven learning initiative facilitated online andmade possible
because of contributions from educational stakeholders. Rather than retrace a linear
narrative, this chapter highlights key opportunities, complexities, and trade-offs
that characterize how we sought to productively support intersections among social
annotation, open learning, and learning analytics.

Design Context

First-hand accounts can be valuable because they showcase designers navigating
technical decisions while also describing how “builders are aware of and engage
with the epistemological, methodological and ethical aspects of infrastructures”
(Johanes & Thille, 2019, p. 2960). This account draws from and combines design
documentation, stakeholder feedback cycles during prototyping, focus groups with
active communities, ongoing issue and feature tracking, and public responses elicited
from blog posts and social media.

Since 2016, the Marginal Syllabus has sparked and sustained openly accessible
conversation about educational equity through collaborative technologies and part-
nerships (Kalir, 2020). Project partners—including the National Writing Project,
the National Council of Teachers of English, and the web annotation organization
Hypothesis—have created a professional learning initiative that invites K-12 and
post-secondary educators to: (a) read and discuss academic scholarship featuring
perspectives that are marginal to dominant education norms; (b) engage publicly
with one another among marginal digital spaces as mediated by social annotation;
and (c) document professionally-relevant meaning and knowledge using an open-
source social annotation tool (Hypothesis) that ismarginal to commercial educational
technology. Figure 6.1 is a representative scholarly text functioning as a discursive
context, with Hypothesis anchoring educators’ social annotation during Marginal
Syllabus activity.
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Fig. 6.1 Open access text annotated using Hypothesis social annotation tool

Akin to an online book club or study group, the Marginal Syllabus “promote[s]
transformative learning as dialogue” (Bali & Caines, 2018, p. 14) and demon-
strates what Greenhow and colleagues (2019) describe as the “social scholarship
of teaching,” or an opportunity for educators share to their knowledge and produce
new meaning about teaching through social and collaborative media practices. The
Marginal Syllabus’ distinctive approach to public engagement with open access
scholarship for the purposes of collaborative learning has been aptly captured by
one partner author whose research was annotated in 2017:

Through this initiative… I was given the opportunity to imagine a different paradigm for
conducting, consuming, and responding to research—one in which study findings become
the start rather than the end of dialogue and in which diverse forms of expertise extend,
refute, and re-mix the knowledge production process for the common purpose of making
education more equitable and culturally sustaining. (Mirra, 2018, p. 30)

To date, the Marginal Syllabus has facilitated over four dozen public conversa-
tions which have elicited contributions from over 650 educators who have authored
nearly 8,000 open annotations (these descriptive statistics do not include participation
and annotation counts associated with closed groups; anecdotal evidence suggests
Marginal Syllabus texts are regularly annotated privately in the context of teacher
education courses). As a result, public activity from educators’ social annotation
authored during Marginal Syllabus activity comprise a sizable corpus of growing
discourse data.

During the 2017–2018 academic year, a need emerged to develop additional
context-sensitive technical and social supports that could encourage open and
ongoing participation in the Marginal Syllabus’ annotation conversations. Further,
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shared interest in open (educational) principles and technologies (e.g., Pomerantz &
Peek, 2016), as well as methods to report and visualize emergent social learning
(e.g., Gruzd et al., 2016), motivated the design of a learning analytics tool respon-
sive to both the open scholarship annotated during Marginal Syllabus activity and
also any document annotated using Hypothesis anywhere on the web. Similarly, we
endeavored to design a tool that could easily be incorporated into open learning
environments, like the Marginal Syllabus, as well as more formal course contexts
given the use of social annotation in school. Stakeholder feedback indicated that
it would be beneficial to design a tool that simultaneously encouraged educators’
participation in their own open learning while also modeling how discourse data
could be visualized and made actionable should these same educators incorporate
social annotation activities into their courses and curricula.

Dashboard Traits and Design Trade-offs

The first public iteration of a tool for Capturing and Reporting Open Web Data for
Learning Analytics, Annotation, and Education Researchers (CROWDLAAERS;
pronounced “crowd layers”; crowdlaaers.org) was released in early 2018. CROWD-
LAAERS is a SLA dashboard that visualizes group-level (or “crowd”) activity with
the intention of encouraging additional social annotation (or “layers”). At its core,
the technical capability of CROWDLAAERS to capture and report open web data is
made possible by querying the Hypothesis API; as a standards-based and interoper-
able technology, Hypothesis makes available open data andmetadata associated with
social annotation. Figure 6.2 is an image of the current CROWDLAAERS dashboard

Fig. 6.2 CROWDLAAERS visualizing open and social annotation threads
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Fig. 6.3 CROWDLAAERS visualizing closed-group social annotation across multiple documents

highlighting the interactive threads visualization (similar data tables for annotations,
participants, documents, days, and tags are collapsed or not pictured); and Fig. 6.3
is an image of closed-group activity across multiple documents.

Each of four CROWDLAAERS iterations has sought to more effectively summa-
rize, visualize, and present elements of open data and metadata as SLA relevant to
understanding group annotation and encouraging subsequent discourse. Prior to the
second iteration, for example, stakeholder recommendations informed two decisions:
first, to feature an interactive table of all annotation content associated with a given
document; and second, to access via this table each annotation in context, thereby
providing a direct connection back to the annotated text and lowering barriers of
reentry for ongoing social activity (this latter feature is possible because eachHypoth-
esis annotation is a distinct URL, provisioning a linkage between dashboard and
document). Feedback from project stakeholders motivated a third iteration focused
on searching and sharing that broadened the dashboard’s public accessibility and
relevance, consequently shifting the focus from texts annotated during Marginal
Syllabus activity to any text annotated with Hypothesis. By visualizing open and
social annotation anywhere on theweb, CROWDLAAERSwas adopted by both open
learning projects as well as K-12 and post-secondary educators using Hypothesis in
their courses. Feature requests from this broader user community prompted a fourth
iteration and two improvements: access to closed-group activity given that Hypoth-
esis social annotation in course contexts is frequently private; and multi-document
visualization as both open learning and formal course activities often include learners
reading and collaboratively annotating multiple texts.

While iterating CROWDLAAERS, dashboard improvements have not dismissed
design tensions associated with learning analytics and ethics (Slade & Prinsloo,
2013). As noted, CROWDLAAERS gathers open annotation data by querying the
Hypothesis API. However, CROWDLAAERS was purposefully designed as a light-
weight and server-less tool that does not store any Hypothesis data. By not storing
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annotation data, we have intentionally limited the dashboard’s technical capability to
complete more advanced analyses of collaborative activity and visualize additional
forms of SLA (i.e. social networks and how those networks change over time). Our
decision is intended to respect people’s ownership of their annotation data yet also
results in a dashboard that only reports real-time SLA. If someone makes their public
Hypothesis annotations private or deletes their annotations altogether, thenCROWD-
LAAERS cannot capture or report that data because the data have never been stored
anywhere. This trade-off favors people’s data rights over the dashboard’s potential
analytic insights.

Another convergence of dashboard traits and design trade-offs emerged
throughout the 2018–2019 academic year. During this period in time, CROWD-
LAAERS was adopted by multiple open learning projects beyond the Marginal
Syllabus, including:EquityUnbound, anopen curriculumguidingparticipants to read
about and discuss topics like empathy, privacy, and digital wellbeing; a public and
collaborative annotation of Augmenting Human Intellect: A Conceptual Framework
(Engelbart, 1962) in partnership with the Doug Engelbart Institute; and the Right to
Learn Dignity Lab (R2L), a university-based group studying case law to understand
how concepts of dignity and equality are fundamental to the right of personhood.
In addition to supporting CROWDLAAERS use by these projects, faculty at five
different North American institutions were also assisted as they leveraged the dash-
board and piloted a multi-document “course collections” prototype to gain insight
into their students’ annotation patterns, reading comprehension, and engagement
with discipline-specific texts.

The R2L use case was a notable collaboration that helped advance how CROWD-
LAAERS supported group-level annotation across multiple documents. At the time,
R2L was studying educational dignity in four landmark American court cases that
required members of the group—often working asynchronously and across conti-
nents—to read together and collaboratively annotate the case’s complaints, amicus
briefs, oral arguments, and final opinions. This corpus of 52 documents totaled over
2,000 pages; accordingly, “Hypothesis was our tool of choice because of its capacity
to function as a digital historian of our thinking” (University of Colorado Denver,
2020). CROWDLAAERS enabled R2L to pilot multi-document workflows that
would be refined into the current feature allowing access to SLA from closed-group
activity across all the texts annotated by a group (Fig. 6.3).

Throughout this intensive stage of partnership and iteration, design decisions
became responsive—almost exclusively—to the requests of stakeholders and active
communities. For example, two of CROWDLAAERS’ interactive tables (documents
and threads) came to include a hover-over feature that displays a summary of recent
participants and the date of the latest annotation. This change better informed users
about what specific SLA to select and examine at a more granular level. All six
interactive tables were also designed so that each could be collapsed, expanded, and
filtered to minimize information overload and aid focus on a particular set of SLA.
An in thread feature was added to more easily filter the annotations table in order to
highlight a single set of interactions. These features were not the result of creative
technical innovation but, more importantly, honored emergent stakeholder needs.
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Incorporating these changes into CROWDLAAERS underscored how stakeholders’
knowledge about tool use in actual OFDL environments was as important a form
of expertise as designers’ technical know-how. Creating new dashboard attributes
accompanied a shift in role and responsibility—from sharing a public-facing tool
to facilitating co-design processes supportive of specific educational communities.
As another indicator of commitments to open learning processes and groups, the
CROWDLAAERS code was shared on GitHub making the dashboard open-source
software and a contribution to the open web.

Conclusion

When this book is read and annotated by a group to aid collaborativemeaning-making
and learning, it is feasible for certain types of learning analytics methods and tools
to productively enable open and social activity. The creation of CROWDLAAERS
reflects intertwined epistemological and technical commitments relevant to future
design and research should readers—as annotators of this book and other texts—
work at the convergence of learning analytics and open learning. Such future efforts
can draw upon and extend three key findings.

First, as one response to opportunities identified in the literature (e.g., Johanes &
Thille, 2019), this chapter has modeled a theoretically-grounded, first-hand account
of a learning analytics dashboard developed for use in OFDL contexts. Design deci-
sions underscore the importance of creating technology that focuses on and makes
actionable SLA for ongoing group activity in context (e.g., Chen et al., 2018), rather
than analytics tools that entrench tracking,measurement, and evaluation of individual
performance irrespective of group interaction or sociopolitical concern (Perrotta &
Williamson, 2018; Selwyn, 2019). Furthermore, and in light of the connectedness
of many open learning initiatives, this chapter has also made an argument regarding
the benefits of co-designing tools—like a public SLA dashboard—alongside stake-
holders whose partnership informs ethical stances, guides technical decisions, and
motivates iterative improvements that meet actual learning needs.

Second, advances in learning analytics need not be constrained by or exclusively
concerned with conceptions of knowing that privilege schooling, individual students,
or solitary cognition. On the contrary, receptiveness to open learning opportunities
should motivate tool development and research agendas that honor how knowledge
is socially situated and openly-networked, how discourse and activity emerge from
and occur because of participatory group processes, and how analytic insight should
reflect knowledge construction in context (Buckingham Shum & Ferguson, 2012;
Gruzd et al., 2016). Tousefully document andmake actionable insight about the social
production of knowledge also means partnering to produce tools which reify activity
traces, discourse patterns, and group-level processes—such as those mediated by
open and social annotation—that are comprehensible to and in service of stakeholder
groups.
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Third, this chapter suggests it may be productive to build open technology that
both supports open learning while also strengthening the infrastructure of the open
web. Annotation is an infrastructural element of the open web (Whaley, 2017). The
Hypothesis organization helped galvanize the creation of a standardized and inter-
operable annotation data model while simultaneously making publicly available a
tool that enables social annotation anywhere online. As described, Hypothesis anno-
tation has been embraced by learners, educators, and researchers across a range
of OFDL environments (Chen, 2019; Sprouse, 2018). In response, an open-source
SLA dashboard can take advantage of these emerging socio-technical arrangements
and activities. Future SLA tools aligned with this annotation standard can iterate
and improve the CROWDLAAERS dashboard, while also extending the ways in
which open annotation data function as an accessible and useful form of learning
analytics. This first-hand account is one small but concrete contribution to promising
efforts intended to encourage learners’ sustained collaboration across open texts
and contexts while mutually architecting publicly available and reconfigurable open
learning infrastructure.
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